1: Welcome to London

C) Finding your way around
Getting to London

• Flying to London is an option, but it might be expensive.

• If you find a cheaper flight to Toronto or Detroit, you can always book a trip with Robert Q.

• Don’t forget to book it as a student to get the discount!
In London

- The best way to travel across London is by using bus.
- Buses run very frequently and can take you pretty much everywhere in town.
- As a grad student, a bus pass is included in your tuition.
If you are in a rush or it is too late to get the bus, you can always get a taxi.

- Checkers: 519-659-0400
- Blue & White: 519-432-8294
- U-Need a Cab: 519-438-2121
- London Taxi: 519-657-111
• If you enjoy driving yourself, you can also rent a car.

• Before that, make sure you are allowed to drive in Ontario.
Leaving London

• If you like the train, **Via Rail** is the way to go.

• 205 York St.

• Tickets are cheaper when purchased in advance.
If you’d rather travel by bus, **Greyhound** is a very affordable option.

- **101 York St.**
- **Tickets are cheaper when purchased in advance and online.**
Leaving London

• If you enjoy faster transportation, you might prefer the London International Airport.
• Now you know how to get to London and how to move around…

• But you might still be asking yourself the most basic question when you think of life in Canada: “HOW COLD WILL IT BE???”

• Follow us into the next presentation to find out what the weather in London is like (spoiler alert: it might get slightly cold).
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